Shelby Clark-Shevalier was willing to clear her schedule and drop everything to happily create the COVID online training in an unprecedented timeframe. EHS was completely inundated with COVID requests, training questions and university wide concerns so Shelby happily stepped up to assist. Without Shelby it would have easily been several weeks longer before this training would be available online. Her dedication to the university has helped everyone feel safer, be safer and is greatly appreciated.

Shelby is always positive, upbeat and uplifting everyone she interacts with. She is always willing to go above and beyond to help others and do whatever it takes to make thing happen. She is knowledgeable and diplomatic. She is also very persistent when she feels strongly that something is very important and can help the university run more efficient and be a better place.

Shelby is always looking to improve the training areas of the university for all learners. She is willing to do what it takes to advocate for what she feels is best for the learners. There isn’t a single day that Shelby just "shows up" to work, she is always going above and beyond with a smile.

Shelby was nominated by Tracy Thier and Marlene Larson. The award was “virtually” presented by Keith Barton.